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Abstract— A metasurface (MTS)-based direction of
arrival (DoA) estimation method is presented. The method
exploits the properties of space–time modulated reflective
metasurfaces to estimate in real-time the impinging angle of an
illuminating monochromatic plane wave. The approach makes
use of the amplitude unbalance of the received fields at broadside
at the frequencies of the two first-order harmonics generated
by the interaction between the incident plane wave and the
modulated metasurface. Here, we first describe analytically
how to generate the desired higher order harmonics in the
reflected spectrum and how to realize the breaking of the spatial
symmetry of each order harmonic scattering pattern. Then, the
1-D omnidirectional incident angle can be analytically computed
using +1st- and −1st-order harmonics. The approach is also
extended to 2-D DoA estimation by using two orthogonally
arranged 1-D DoA modulation arrays. The accuracy of 1-D DoA
estimation is verified through full-wave numerical simulations.
Compared to conventional DoA estimation methods, the
proposed approach simplifies the computation and hardware
complexity, ensuring at the same time estimation accuracy. The
proposed method may have potential applications in wireless
communications, target recognition, and identification.

Index Terms— Direction of arrival (DoA) estimation, metasur-
face (MTS), space–time modulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

D IRECTION of arrival (DoA) estimation is a key func-
tionality in radar tracking and radio navigation [1], [2],

satellite communications on-the-move (SOTM) [3], and smart
antenna [4]–[6] systems. It is fundamental for establishing and
maintaining communication between two terminals while one
is moving with respect to the other. Moreover, it is also needed
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for the next generations of mobile communication, such as 5G
and beyond 5G (B5G), and the future sixth-generation (6G)
communication, thus enabling location services for the mobile
Internet [7], [8]. In this framework, array signal process-
ing methods are the most common techniques to estimate
DoA. Among them, it is worth mentioning techniques based
on minimum variance distortion-less response (MVDR) [9],
estimation of signal parameters via a rotational invariant
(ESPRIT) [10], [11], multiple signal classification (MUSIC)
[12], [13], and Bayesian compressive sensing (BCS) [14]. The
high performances reached by these techniques are, however,
counterbalanced by the need of massive arrays and the use of
multiple sensors or channels, intense calculation, and expen-
sive hardware. In this framework, a low in transmission and
reflection, such as amplitude [15], polarization [16], propa-
gation direction [17], [18], and, more recently, the frequency
content [19]–[22], cost technology, and low-complexity DoA
estimation system would represent an important advance in
those applications where the angular localization of the trans-
mitter, interfering signals, and users is mandatory.

In the last decades, metasurfaces (MTSs) have demonstrated
to be a breakthrough technology in a number of applica-
tions, spanning from microwave to optical frequency ranges
[23]–[25]. They typically consist of a bidimensional (2-D)
periodic array of subwavelength meta-atoms able to control the
properties of the incident electromagnetic field. In particular,
the control of the spatial and/or temporal characteristics of the
interacting fields was made possible thanks to the development
of dynamically reconfigurable metasurfaces, using different
reconfiguring technologies based on p-i-n diodes [26], [27],
varactors [29]–[31], MEMS [32], graphene [33], and liquid
crystal [34]. The control can be performed through analogical
control signals [20]–[22] or via digital control [35]–[37].
In both cases, the resulting metasurfaces belong to the wider
family of space–time metamaterials [38]–[45], which exhibit
unprecedented capabilities and find applications in different
operative scenarios, such as nonreciprocal structures [19],
[46]–[49], arbitrary amplitude and phase programmable sys-
tems [50], wireless communications [52]–[54], and spread-
spectrum radar camouflaging [55].

In this article, we present and discuss a metasurface-
based DoA method that exploits the properties of space–
time modulated reflective metasurfaces to estimate in real
time the impinging angle of an illuminating monochromatic
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plane wave at frequency ω0. The system is composed of a
space–time modulated metasurface and a detecting antenna
placed in the far-field region just above it. Here, the DoA
estimation is performed by measuring the amplitude unbalance
of the reflected fields at the frequencies of the two first-order
harmonics, i.e., ω0 ±ωp, generated by the interaction between
the incident plane wave and the metasurface modulated at
frequency f p = ωp/2π . However, we are unable to achieve
the DoA estimation by just using the two first-order harmonics
without any spatial difference. Due to the typical frequency
used for the modulation, i.e., ωp � ω0, in fact, the two
harmonics exhibit almost identical amplitude, being governed
by the Manley–Rowe relations [56], [57]. Here, we exploit
the spatial modulation as an additional degree-of-freedom for
enhancing the required unbalancing, inducing a pattern asym-
metry for the fields scattered at the two first-order harmonics.

The proposed approach exhibits significant advantages with
respect to the mentioned common array signal processing
methods (MVDR, ESPRIT, MUSIC, and BCS). Indeed, these
systems require massive array antennas for achieving good
performances. More recently, time-modulated arrays with a
limited number of antenna elements have also been proposed
for DoA estimation [58]–[61] with the goal to reduce the
number of antennas and overall computational complexity.
However, the hardware of the backend network is still com-
plex, involving properly connected phase shifters, switches,
and power combiners. On the contrary, the metasurface-based
DoA system shifts most part of the computational efforts
at the electromagnetic level, thus reducing the latency in
detection and removing the need of a complex circuitry [62].
Here, both the frequency modulation and the spatial unbal-
ancing needed for estimating the DoA are performed mainly
at the metasurface level, whereas the remaining computa-
tion is extremely low cost and consists only in the eval-
uation of the relative difference in amplitude of the two
first-order harmonics received by the fixed detecting antenna.
In Sections III and IV, we describe the analytical model used
for the DoA estimation and demonstrate through a proper set
of numerical simulations the high accuracy reached by this
method.

This article is organized as follows. After having illustrated
the basic idea, in Section II, we analytically derive the tem-
poral modulation scheme to apply to a space–time modu-
lated metasurface for generating the two desired first-order
harmonics and the spatial modulation scheme for achieving
the breaking of the spatial symmetry of each order harmonic
scattering pattern. In Section III, the analytical DoA estima-
tion method based on the double-sideband (DSB) space–time
modulated metasurface is derived for both 1-D and 2-D cases.
In Section IV, a realistic metasurface is used for demonstrating
numerically the accuracy of the proposed method for DoA
estimation. Different configurations have been tested, show-
ing the operative bounds of the proposed system. Finally,
in Section V, a short conclusion of our work is given.

II. SPACE–TIME MODULATED METASURFACE

FOR DOA ESTIMATION

In this section, we present the proposed DoA estimation
method based on space–time coding modulated metasurfaces.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the operative scenario of a space–time modulated
metasurface for DoA estimation.

After having introduced the basic idea, we analytically
describe the realization of the DSB time modulation by
using a 1 bit coded metasurface, which allows exciting the
required ±1st harmonics in reflection. The breaking of the
spatial symmetry of each order harmonic scattering pattern is
achieved by applying a delayed copy of the modulating signal
to adjacent portions of the space–time modulated metasurface.

A. Basic Idea of DoA Estimation

Let us consider the operative scenario reported in Fig. 1.
A space–time modulated metasurface is illuminated by a
monochromatic plane wave at frequency ω0 propagating with
an angle θ with respect to the positive z-direction.

We assume that the metasurface-based DoA system operates
only on the xz plane. This constrain will be relaxed later.
Regardless the technology used for imparting the space–time
modulation on the metasurface, when its surface properties
are temporally modulated with frequency ωp � ω0, a fre-
quency mixing between the incident and modulating signals
takes place, spreading the energy of the incident field over
a number of frequency harmonics located at ω0 ± kωp,
with k = 1, 2, 3, . . . In the case of temporally modulated
spatial uniform metasurfaces [20], [21], the reflected field
propagates toward the specular direction (−θ). However, the
metasurfaces can also be modulated in space, thus allow-
ing the frequency contributions of the reflected field being
radiated toward different directions. This allows obtaining a
spatial splitting of the radiation patterns, as demonstrated by
several works on space–time modulated metastructures [35],
[37], [43], [52]. In Fig. 1, the radiation patterns of the two
first-order harmonics at ω0 ± ωp are shown, one pointing
toward −θ + dθ and another pointing toward −θ − dθ . The
detecting antennas placed in the far-field region just above the
metasurface can now receive a different amplitude contribution
at the two frequencies ω0 ± ωp and estimate the DoA of the
incident plane wave based on the relative unbalancing of such
values.

B. DSB Modulation in Time Coding Metasurfaces

The main purpose of this section is to show analytically
how a time-varying reflective metasurfaces can generate the
required harmonics in the reflected spectrum for applying the
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Fig. 2. DSB modulating metasurface illuminated by a normally incident
plane wave able to reflect a plane wave consisting of a superposition of the
two first-order harmonics.

proposed method for DoA estimation. Since we are, here,
interested in the temporal modulation of the incident wave,
we can relax the constrain on the oblique illumination condi-
tion and assume that the metasurface is normally illuminated
by the plane wave. In Sections III and IV, we will also consider
the effect of the oblique incidence.

In Fig. 2, we report an ideal nonpenetrable (i.e., charac-
terized by a zero-transmission) reflective metasurface, whose
macroscopic response can be modeled through its time-varying
reflection coefficient �(t). The metasurface is illuminated by
a normally incident plane wave of the form

Ei (z, t) = E0e jk0ze jω0t (1)

and the desired reflected field consists of the superposition of
the two first-order harmonics at frequencies ω0 ± ωp with the
same amplitude

Er (z, t) = Er e− jk0z
�
e j (ω0+ωp)t + e j (ω0−ωp)t

�
. (2)

At the metasurface location, i.e., z = 0, the incident and
reflected fields are related as follows:

Er (0, t) = Ei(0, t) · �(t) (3)

where �(t) is the degree-of-freedom we use to achieve the
generation of two equal amplitude harmonics at ω0 ± ωp.

Combining (1)–(3), the reflection coefficient �(t) can be
expanded in the form

�(t) = Er

E0

�
e jωpt + e− jωpt

� = 2
Er

E0
cos ωpt . (4)

To satisfy the passivity constrain, in (4), the amplitude of the
reflected field of each of the two first-order harmonics is half
compared to the one of the incident field, i.e., Er = E0/2. This
implies that half of the overall impinging energy is distributed
between the two first-order harmonics at ω0 ±ωp, whereas the
rest is necessary dissipated by the intrinsic reflective response
of the metasurface with cosine temporal profile due to the
zeros of the cosine function. Despite the cosine temporal
profile of the reflection coefficient theoretically ensures the
required response from the metasurface, such a temporal
profile needs a continuous modulation of the surface properties

Fig. 3. (a) Temporal signal with cosine profile to be used for achieving a
perfect DSB excitation at frequencies ω0 ± ωp . (b) Approximate three-state
signal used to match the curves in (a).

of the metasurface, as demonstrated in [20] and [21], which
is not easy to achieve.

To simplify the metasurface implementation, the cosine tem-
poral profile of the reflection coefficient can be approximately
replaced with acceptable tolerance by a train of rectangular
pulses [63], as shown in Fig. 3. The time-period Tp is the
modulation period corresponding to the angular frequency
ωp = 2π/Tp. The rectangular pulses of amplitudes “+1”
and “−1” in Fig. 3(b) correspond to the reflection phases “0”
or “π ,” respectively. Now, the start time t1 of the “+1” state,
the start time t2 of the “−1” state, and the pulse duration
τ characterizing the shape of the rectangular pulses must be
analytically derived to match the cosine time profile as better
as possible [63], and ensure the excitation of only the two
first-order harmonics.

For the first time-period Tp starting at t = 0, the rectangular
time sequence can be expressed as

u(t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

+1, t1 ≤ t ≤ t1 + τ

−1, t ≤ t ≤ t2 + τ

0, others within
�
0; Tp

�
.

(5)

The periodic time sequence is decomposed by using the
Fourier series to highlight the contribution of different fre-
quency harmonics as

u(t) =
+∞


h=−∞
ahe jhωpt , with h = 0,±1, . . . ,±∞ (6)

where h is the order of the specific harmonic, and ah is
the corresponding Fourier coefficients, whose expression is
evaluated as follows:

ah = 1

Tp

� Tp

0
u(t)e− jhωpt dt . (7)

Considering the periodicity of the modulation, we can normal-
ize the temporal axis with respect to the time-period Tp and
obtain the dimensionless quantities

t̃1 = t1
�

Tp, t̃2 = t2
�

Tp, τ̃1 = τ
�

Tp. (8)
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Fig. 4. (a) Time-varying phase profile ϕ(t) of the time sequence u(t)
to achieve DSB modulation. (b) Normalized coefficient amplitude of the
generated harmonics.

Equation (7) can now be easily evaluated as follows:

ah =
� 1

0
u(t)e− j2πht̃ d t̃

=
� t̃1+τ̃

t̃1

e− j2πht̃ d t̃ −
� t̃2+τ̃

t̃2

e− j2πht̃ d t̃

�
(9)

=
⎧⎨
⎩

0, h = 0
2 j

hπ
sin(hπτ̃ ) sin[hπ(t̃2 − t̃1)]e− jhπ(t̃2+t̃1+τ̃ ), h �= 0.

Considering the term sin[hπ(t̃2 − t̃1)], when t̃2 − t̃1 = 0.5,
all the even-order harmonics vanish, i.e., |ah| = 0 for
h = 2k, k ∈ Z. Moreover, considering the term sin(hπτ̃ ),
setting τ̃ = 1/3, the hth-order harmonics with h = 3k,
k∈ Z also vanish. In this case, only few harmonics far from
the ±1st ones survive, e.g., the ±5th, ±7th, ±11th, and so on.
This configuration ensures the highest isolation between the
first-order harmonic and the other order harmonics achievable
with a binary time-modulated metasurface. However, it is
worth noticing that, to exactly match the temporal profile
shown in Fig. 3(b), an absorption state is required between
two consecutive opposite pulses.

To further simplify the implementation, we remove the
possibility to have an absorption state, setting τ̃ = 0.5. This
leads to a time-varying reflection coefficient that can exhibit
only “+1” and “−1” reflection states, which corresponds to
the reflection phases “0” and “π ,” respectively, as shown in
Fig. 4(a), over a time-period Tp. Consequently, the presence
of the hth-order harmonics with h = 3k, k∈ Z, is restored.
Imposing t̃2 − t̃1 = 0.5 and τ̃ = 0.5 into (9), the complete set
of the ah coefficients is

ah = 2 j

hπ
sin2

�
hπ

2

�
e− jhπ(2t̃1+1) · sgn(h) (10)

where sgn(h) is the sign function. In Fig. 4(b), we report
the amplitude of the harmonic coefficients as a function of
the harmonic order. It can be found that the amplitudes of the
first-order harmonics are still three times bigger than those of
the other order harmonics, letting our approach to still benefit
of the presence of strong ±1st-order harmonics.

In Section II-C, the required spatial modulation is imposed
on the metasurface in order to achieve the splitting of the
radiation patterns of the reflected 1st-order harmonics, which
allows estimating the DoA of the incident wave.

C. Pattern Unbalancing in DSB-Modulated Metasurface

Once the proper temporal modulation of the 1 bit space–
time metasurface is properly defined (see Section II-B for
further details), the spatial asymmetry must be introduced for
splitting the radiation patterns of the ±1st-order harmonics
and enable the DoA estimation capability of the system. The
metasurface is partitioned in areas of width D in the x-
direction, called sub-macrocells, each of which covers the
entire extension along the y-direction, including Nx × Ny lines
of space–time modulated inclusions, as shown in Fig. 5(a).

Here, the spatial asymmetry is introduced by apply-
ing different modulation signals to adjacent sub-macrocells,
i.e., “Sub-macrocell 1” modulated by the signal u1(t) and
“Sub-macrocell 2,” modulated by the signal u2(t), reported
in Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively. The two signals are iden-
tical, except for a minor time delay �t . They compose the
DoA-MTS macro unit-cell responsible for the space–time
asymmetry in the reflected patterns. It is worth mentioning
that, due to the uniformity along the y-direction, the scheme
in Fig. 5(a) can perform DoA estimation only for plane waves
propagating on the xz plane.

Since the proposed method is valid regardless of the specific
technology and subwavelength inclusion composing the meta-
surface, in the following, we describe its scattering pattern in
terms of the array factor. The complete scattering response
can easily be obtained by multiplying the array factor we
derive in the following and the radiation pattern of the single
subwavelength inclusion composing the metasurface [64]. The
array factor of the single DoA-MTS macro unit-cell for the
h-th harmonic is indicated as a fh(θ, ϕ) and can be written as
the product of the array factors of the arrays of subwavelength
metasurface unit-cell in the x- and y-directions

a fh(θ, φ)

=
2


i=1

Nx

nx =1

a(i)
h e jk0[(nx −1)px +(i−1)D](sin θ cos φ−sin θinc cos φinc) ×

×
Ny


ny=1

e jk0(ny−1)py(sin θ sin φ−sin θinc sin φinc). (11)

In (11), the parameters px,y are the periodicities of the
subwavelength inclusions in x- and y-directions, respectively,
k0 is the free-space wavevector of the incident wave, and
θinc, φinc identify the oblique incident angle of the illuminating
wave.

The weighting coefficient a(i)
h is the complex amplitude of

the hth harmonic generated by the modulated subwavelength
modulated inclusions within the sub-macrocell i . With refer-
ence to Figs. 3(b) and 5(b) and (c), for identifying the starting
time of the modulating signals of the two sub-macrocells, the
corresponding complex amplitudes are

a(i)
h =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

2 j

hπ
sin2

�
hπ

2

�
e− jhπ(2t̃ (1)

1 +1) · sgn(h), i = 1

2 j

hπ
sin2

�
hπ

2

�
e− jhπ(2t̃ (2)

1 +1) · sgn(h), i = 2.
(12)

In (12), when i = 1, the complex-valued coefficient ah

is obtained for t̃ (1)
1 = t̃1, whereas, when i = 2, the
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Fig. 5. (a) Sketch of the space–time modulation scheme apply to a DSB modulating metasurface illuminated by an incident plane wave able to reflect a
plane wave consisting of a superposition of the two first-order harmonics. (b) and (c) Temporal signals used for modulating the two sub-macrocells composing
the DoA-MTS macro unit-cell.

complex-valued coefficient ah is obtained for t̃ (2)
1 = t̃1 +

�t̃ , where �t̃ = �t/Tp. Substituting (12) into the first
double-summation term of (11), we obtain

a fh(θ, φ) = 2 j

hπ
sin2

�
hπ

2

�
e− jhπ(2t̃ (1)

1 +1) · sgn(h) ×

×
�

1 + e− j2hπ�t̃ e jk0 D(sin θ cos φ−sin θinc cos φinc)
�

×

×
Nx


nx =1

e jk0(nx−1)px (sin θ cos φ−sin θinc cos φinc) ×

×
Ny


ny=1

e jk0(ny−1)py (sin θ sin φ−sin θinc sin φinc). (13)

As shown in Fig. 5(a), the entire DoA estimating metasurface
consists of many DoA-MTS macrocells, say M , and thus, the
full array factor describing the scattering pattern of the entire
metasurface is

AFh(θ, ϕ) =
M


m=1

a fh(θ, φ)e j2k0(m−1)D(sin θ cos φ−sin θinc cos φinc)

(14)

where M is the number of DoA-MTS macrocells.
Now, we can notice an interesting term in (13) and also

in (14), which allow us enabling the spatial asymmetry in
the scattered patterns for the two first-order harmonics of
the reflected field; depending on the value of h = ±1,
identifying the upper and lower sidebands, the term 1 +
e− j2hπ�t̃ e jk0 D(sin θ cos φ−sin θinc cos φinc) exhibits two different val-
ues in the complex exponential, which unbalances the scatter-
ing pattern around the direction [−θinc; −φinc].

III. METASURFACE-BASED DOA ESTIMATION METHOD

A. 1-D DoA Estimation Method Based on DSB Metasurface

Let us start deriving the DoA estimation equations in
the case of illuminating plane waves, whose wavevectors
lie on the xz plane, i.e., φinc = 0. The goal is to esti-
mate the performances of the proposed system in identifying
the angle θinc of the incident plane wave, i.e., 1-D DoA
estimation.

In this scenario, the uniformity along the y-direction relaxes
the need to consider the other scattering directions besides
the ones laying on the xz plane. Thus, setting φ = 0 and
observing the metasurface in broadside (θ = 0), where the
detecting antenna is located, the amplitude ratio between
AF−1(θinc, φ = 0) and AF+1(θinc, φ = 0) can be written as

���� AF−1

AF+1

���� =
����a f−1

a f+1

���� =
�����1 + e+ j2π�t̃ e jk0 D sin θinc

1 + e− j2π�t̃ e jk0 D sin θinc

����� =

=
�

1 + cos(k0 D sin θinc + 2π�t̃)�
1 + cos(k0 D sin θinc − 2π�t̃)

=
��cos

�
1
2 k0 D sin θinc + π�t̃

�����cos
�

1
2 k0 D sin θinc − π�t̃

��� . (15)

Using trigonometric angle sum and difference identities to
expand the right-hand side of (15), it can be simplified to
obtain the DoA estimation curve as

g( f (θinc)) = tan

�
1

2
k0 D sin θinc

�

= |AF1| − |AF−1|
|AF1| + |AF−1|

cos(π�t̃)

sin(π�t̃)
(16)
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from which, we can estimate the DoA angle θinc as

θinc = g−1( f −1(θinc)) =
= arcSin

�
2

k0 D
arcTan

� |AF1| − |AF−1|
|AF1| + |AF−1|

cos(π�t̃)

sin(π�t̃)

��
.

(17)

To avoid angle ambiguity when (17) is used for DoA esti-
mation, the curve should be monotonic among the estima-
tion range; thus, the conditions for no angle ambiguity are
expressed as

−π

2
≤ 1

2
k0 D sin θinc ± π�t̃ ≤ π

2
. (18)

In the range of direction estimation θinc ∈ [0; π/2], the sine
function sin θinc is real and within [0; +1]. Substituting k0 =
2π/λ0 into (18), to avoid angle ambiguity, the conditions can
be written as ���t̃

�� ≤ 1

2
− D

λ0
. (19)

Equation (19) defines a bound for the time delay between
the modulating signals to be applied for a given electri-
cal dimension D/λ0 of the sub-macrocell. However, it is
worth remembering that due to the periodicity of the mod-
ulating signals u2(t), the time delay is always within a
period, i.e., |�t̃| ≤ 1/2. This sets also an upper bound
for the sub-microcell dimension D that cannot exceed the
half-a-wavelength width.

As to chromatic plane waves, the proposed approach is
still effective as long as the bandwidth B of the incident
signal is smaller than the modulation frequency f p = 1/Tp

( f p < B). If f p ≥ B, the harmonic spectra will not overlap,
and thus, we can use the harmonic bands to estimate the DoA
like in the case of the monochromatic incident wave. Though
theoretically f p can be large enough to obtain wideband
DoA estimation, due to hardware limitation, in the performed
experiments [45], f p can reach only the MHz. For practical
linear frequency modulation (LFM), incident waves ( f p < B),
in [59], the LFM signal with long duration can be separated
into multiple short durations, and the bandwidth of each short
duration is smaller than the modulation frequency. This avoids
overlapping and relaxes the limitation of LFM bandwidth.
In [60], the pulse compression technology is used to calculate
the modulation harmonics, and the harmonic coefficients of
the modulated signals can also be obtained by the output
of the matched filter.

B. 2-D DoA Estimation Extension

The above method can also be extended to 2-D DoA esti-
mation. The 2-D detection scheme requires that the scattering
pattern splitting of the 1st-order harmonics of the reflected
field is introduced for both x- and y-directions of the meta-
surface to estimate both polar coordinates [θinc; φinc]. This
can be obtained by modulating the metasurfaces separately
along the two main axes, x- and y-directions. For example,
the 1-D modulation scheme reported in Section II-C can
be applied in sequence along the x- and y-directions by
properly controlling in real time the modulation profile on the

Fig. 6. 2-D DoA estimation arrays: (a) first array along the x-direction and
(b) second array along the y-direction.

metasurface or, alternatively, it is possible to use two identical
DoA metasurfaces arranged orthogonally, as shown in Fig. 6.

Following the same procedure illustrated in Section III-A
for the 1-D DoA estimation, we can derive the estimating
function for the spatial modulation along the x-direction
[Fig. 6(a)] considering an incident plane wave impinging
from the direction [θinc; φinc]. Being the detection direction
θ = ϕ = 0, where the detecting antenna is located, we can
write

gx( fx(θinc, ϕinc)) = tan

�
1

2
k0 D sin θinc cos ϕinc

�

= |AF1x | − |AF−1x |
|AF1x | + |AF−1x |

cos(π�t̃)

sin(π�t̃)
(20)

that returns

sin θinc cos ϕinc = 2

k0 D
arctan

� |AF1x | − |AF−1x |
|AF1x | + |AF−1x |

cos(π�t̃)

sin(π�t̃)

�
.

(21)

Moreover, the estimating function for the spatial modulation
along the y-direction [Fig. 6(b)] is

gy( fy(θinc, ϕinc)) = tan

�
k0 D sin θinc sin ϕinc

2

�
=

=
��AF1y

�� − ��AF−1y

����AF1y

�� + ��AF−1y

�� cos(π�t̃)

sin(π�t̃)
(22)

that, in turn, returns

sin θinc sin ϕinc = 2

k0 D
arctan

��AF1y

�� − ��AF−1y

����AF1y

�� + ��AF−1y

�� cos(π�t̃)

sin(π�t̃)

�
.

(23)

From (21) and (23), θinc and φinc can be derived in the closed
form as

ϕinc = arctan

⎡
⎢⎣ arctan

� |AF1x |−|AF−1x |
|AF1x |+|AF−1x |

cos(π�t̃)
sin(π�t̃)

�
arctan

� |AF1y|−|AF−1y|
|AF1y|+|AF−1y|

cos(π�t̃)
sin(π�t̃)

�
⎤
⎥⎦ (24)

θinc = arcsin�
2

k0 D cos φinc
arctan

� |AF1x | − |AF−1x |
|AF1x | + |AF−1x |

cos(π�t̃)

sin(π�t̃)

��
.

(25)

The 2-D DoA estimation results can be expressed as (26);
when θ is positive, θ = θ , φ = φ, but if θ is negative,
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θ = −θ , φ = φ + π

(θ, φ) =
�

(θ, φ), θ > 0

(−θ, φ + π), θ < 0.
(26)

C. Accuracy of the DoA Estimation Method

In this section, the DoA estimation accuracy is evalu-
ated using the estimation formulas of the incidence angles
[θinc; φinc] derived in Sections III-A and III-B. A Monte
Carlo simulation is used to analyze the estimation accuracy,
when the received signals have certain noise. This numerical
simulation investigates the mean square error (MSE) between
the estimated and actual direction of incidence for the 1-D
DoA case. The accuracy of the proposed method is linked to
the slope of the DoA estimation curve. When the noise induces
the same level error to g( f (θinc)), the range of retrieved θinc

is dependent on the slope of the DoA estimation curve. That is
to say if the slope is steeper, the retrieved range is smaller and
DoA estimation is more accurate. On the contrary, if the slope
is flatter, the retrieved range is wider and the accuracy becomes
lower. A plane wave at frequency f0 = 3.3 GHz illuminates
the metasurface in the xz plane (φinc = 0◦) with different
incident angles, ranging from θinc = −80◦ to θinc = +80◦,
with a step of 5◦. The DoA space–time modulated metasurface
consists of only one DoA-MTS macrocell, composed, in turn,
by two sub-microcells with D = 0.44λ0 and the time delay
fraction �t̃ = 0.05Tp. The modulation frequency is f p =
1 MHz and sampling frequency fs = 10 GHz. The signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) is set as 10 dB with respect to the
amplitude of the total reflective field from the metasurface.
For each incident angle, a 1000-times Monte Carlo simulation
is used to calculate the MSE of the estimation. The simulation
results are shown in Fig. 7(a), where it can be found that the
error is lower than 0.4◦ over the entire field of view. Much
lower error is found near ±60◦, whereas relative larger errors
are found near 0◦, ±90◦, due to the changes of the slope of
the estimation curve as explained above in Fig. 7(b).

Here, the accuracy of the DoA estimation is discussed by
comparing the proposed method and the conventional MUSIC
algorithm. To keep the same conditions of the Monte Carlo
simulation, we use the same array size, center frequency,
sampling frequency, SNR, etc. In the MUSIC method [12]
with two omnidirectional antennas (dimensions 2 × 0.44λ),
5000 continuous data points of time-domain far field are
sampled from each antenna. In the MUSIC method, thus,
10 000 (5000 × 2) data points are sampled in total. In the
proposed method, the modulation frequency is set as f p =
1 MHz, and 10 000 data points are sampled per modulation
period. The MSEs of the proposed and MUSIC methods are
plotted in Fig. 7(a). Comparable accuracy levels are achieved.

IV. DOA ESTIMATION USING A REALISTIC

SPACE–TIME MODULATED METASURFACE

To validate the proposed method based on a space–time
modulated metasurface, a realistic metasurface structure is,
here, considered and properly modulated for achieving the
excitation of the ±1st-order harmonics and the splitting of

Fig. 7. (a) Comparison of MSEs with MUSIC method. (b) Corresponding
analytical DoA estimation curve of the proposed method by two sub-
microcells with D = 0.44λ0.

their scattering patterns. The metasurface should be able to
exhibit unitary amplitude and a binary 0–π phase of the
reflection coefficient over a field of view as wide as possible.

In Fig. 8(a) and (b), a single-polarized inclusion is proposed,
which consists of adjacent patches placed on top of a Rogers
3010 (εr ≈ 10.2) dielectric substrate and connected through
p-i-n diodes (BAR 65-03W) [65], which has two operational
states, ON and OFF, controlled by a bias voltage (3.3 or 0 V).
The dimensions of the unit-cell hosting the inclusion are px =
10 mm and py = 10 mm, the height is hs = 5.2 mm, and
other parameters are w1 = 1.59 mm, l1 = 3.5 mm, w2 =
0.5 mm, and l2 = 1 mm.

To show the 1 bit phase performance of the designed unit-
cell under different operation states of the p-i-n diodes, we per-
form the full-wave simulation with CST Studio Suite [66].
In our simulation, when the p-i-n diode is at the ON-state,
it can be equivalent as a series circuit of parasitic inductance
(1.61 nH) and resistance (0.7 �); if the p-i-n diode is at the
OFF-state, a series circuit of parasitic inductance (1.39 nH),
capacitance (0.41 pF), and resistance (1.41 �) is used to
describe the physical model. In addition, a Floquet port is used
to produce y-polarized waves incident onto the meta-atom and
receive the reflected waves. Periodic boundary condition is
set to its four sides to model the infinite array. It exhibits
the binary 0–πphase response at 3.3 GHz, with a reflection
amplitude larger than 0.82 over the angular range [0◦–70◦] of
the incident angles [Fig. 8(c) and (d)].

A. 1-D DoA Estimation Using Different Widths of the DoA
Macrocell

To demonstrate the DoA estimation using the proposed
DSB space–time modulated metasurface, a simulation is
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Fig. 8. Binary metasurface and the reflection response of the unit-cell:
(a) sketch of the metasurface composed of 10 × 16 unit-cells; (b) geometry
of the 1 bit unit-cell; (c) reflection phase; and (d) reflection amplitude of the
unit-cell as a function of frequency for the two states “0” and “π ,” under
different illumination directions.

implemented considering a metasurface with one DoA-MTS
microcell, composed by two sub-macrocells, each of which
including Nx = 4 and Ny = 10 unit-cells shown in Fig. 8(b)
along the x- and y-directions, respectively. The operative
central frequency is f0 = 3.3 GHz, and the modulation
frequency is fm = 1 MHz.

At the operative frequency, the periodicity of the 1 bit unit-
cell along both axes is px,y = 0.11λ0. According to the
upper-bound limit defined in (19), the time delay �t between
the modulating signals u1(t) and u2(t) must satisfy the relation
�t ≤ (0.5 − Nx px/λ0)Tp = 0.06Tp. Here, the time delay has
been, thus, set at �t = 0.05Tp.

The normalized scattering patterns of +1st- and −1st-order
harmonics are shown in Fig. 9(a), and the DoA estimation
curve can be calculated from (16) by the scattering patterns
of +1st- and −1st-order harmonics. In Fig. 9(b), we show that
the analytical and numerical curves agree very well except for
the boundary of the incident angle range.

The DoA estimation results are summarized in Table I,
where it is worth noticing that the proposed method returns
very small absolute errors within the range [−70◦, 70◦]

Fig. 9. (a) Normalized scattering patterns of +1- and −1-order harmonics
for the DoA estimation: comparison between analytical and numerical with
the [−90◦, 90◦] estimation range. (b) Corresponding DoA estimation curve,
when array is 10 × 8 and Nx = 4.

TABLE I

Nx = 4, DOA ESTIMATION RESULTS

between actual and estimated DoA. The other directions, out of
this range, return a wrong estimation, due to the deterioration
of the phase/amplitude responses of the unit-cell and the
coupling effects among the unit-cells.

Also, it is interesting to consider a narrower field of view
and derive the corresponding modifications to the modulation
scheme at the metasurface level. For example, limiting the field
of view to the range [−30◦, 30◦], using (19), we obtain that
DoA estimation can be done using a larger width of the sub-
macrocell. In particular, using again �t = 0.05Tp, the width
D can be doubled, thus allowing to include Nx = 8 unit-
cells along the x-direction and Ny = 10 unit-cells along
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Fig. 10. (a) Normalized scattering patterns of +1- and −1-order harmonics
for the DoA estimation: comparison between analytical and numerical with
the [−30◦, 30◦] estimation range. (b) Corresponding DoA estimation curve
when array is 10 × 16 and Nx = 8.

TABLE II

Nx = 8, DOA ESTIMATION RESULTS

the y-direction within a single sub-microcell. Therefore, the
metasurface is composed by 10 × 16 unit-cells.

The normalized scattering patterns of +1st- and
−1st-order harmonics and the DoA estimation curve
are reported in Fig. 10. In the angular range of interest, the
curve is monotonic and single-valued, but it is steeper than
the one in Fig. 9(b). This implies an enhancement of the
estimation accuracy, as shown in Table II.

In practical implementation, there are two ideas to reduce
the blockage effect of the receiving antenna: 1) miniaturize
the detecting antenna to reduce the aperture and 2) place the
detecting antenna with a certain offset angle [67], to reduce the
blockage to the incident wave from the angles we are interested
in. Moreover, 1 bit refracting time-modulated metasurface can
be introduced to implement the proposed method to avoid the
occlusion effect [68].

B. 1-D DoA Estimation Using Different Time Delays

According to (16), the DoA estimation curve is related
not only to the dimensions of the DoA element, but also to

Fig. 11. DoA estimation curves with different time delays, when array is
10 × 8 and Nx = 4.

Fig. 12. When array is 10 × 8 and Nx = 4: (a) DoA estimation curves with
error of time delays and (b) DoA estimation error due to time delay error,
θinc = 30◦.

the time delay �t of the modulating signals u1(t) and u2(t)
applied to the two sub-macrocells of the DoA-MTS microcell.
To demonstrate the impact of the time delay in the DoA
estimation accuracy, a simulation is implemented considering
a metasurface composed by just one DoA-MTS microcell,
whose sub-microcells include Nx = 4 and Ny = 10 unit-cells
along the x- and y-directions, respectively.

In Fig. 11, we report the DoA estimation curves for different
time delays �t . The light blue curve represents all the results
for any value of �t ≤ 0.05Tp that satisfies (19). In this case,
the curve is monotonic, and there is no ambiguity on the
DoA. On the contrary for larger time delays (dashed curves
in Fig. 11), the operational field of view shrinks according
to (19), where the angle θ must be smaller for satisfying the
constrain.
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Fig. 13. (a) Normalized spectrums of 1 bit temporal modulation with different
phase errors. (b) Corresponding DoA estimation curve maintains unchanged
when array is 10 × 8 and Nx = 4.

The DoA estimation accuracy is obviously affected by the
error in time delays, being this quantity vitally important to
the accuracy of the presented method. To analyze the effect of
potential errors on time delays, here, we consider the delay
of periodic temporal modulations as �t = 0.05Tp, whose
corresponding DoA estimation curve is shown in Fig. 12(a)
(blue dotted line). If there are errors in time delays within
the range of ±20%, i.e., between �t = 0.04Tp (�t error is
−20%) and �t = 0.06Tp (�t error is 20%), the corresponding
estimation curves shown in Fig. 12(a) are modified, with an
incorrect range and slope of the DoA estimation curve. This
will cause an error in the DoA estimation, correspondingly.
For example, when θinc = 30◦, the DoA estimation error due
to the �t error is shown in Fig. 12(b). As expected, the DoA
estimation error increases with the �t error.

C. Analysis of 1-D DoA Estimation Error Due to
Phase Error

For (17), which is derived from (13) and (15) under
the condition of two ±1 harmonics exhibiting an identical
amplitude, we just use ±1 harmonics from the spectrum to
achieve the DoA estimation. Equation (17) is still suitable for
modulation methods with ±1 harmonics of identical ampli-
tude. Different temporal modulations just affect the purity
of ±1 harmonics that we substitute into (17) but have no
influence on the accuracy of DoA estimation theoretically.
As shown in Fig. 13, when 1 bit temporal modulation [see
Fig. 4(a)] has different phase errors, the ±1 harmonics have
identical amplitude but with different efficiencies. The DoA

Fig. 14. (a) Time-varying phase profile of the time sequence u1(t) and
u2(t), and phase errors are generated during the time delay. (b) Normalized
spectrums of the generated harmonics with different phase errors. (c) Corre-
sponding DoA estimation curves. (d) DoA estimation error due to phase error,
θinc = 30◦.

estimation curves keep unchanged, namely, the phase errors
of 1 bit have theoretically no influence on the accuracy of
the DoA estimation. When increasing the phase errors, the
efficiencies of the ±1 harmonics decrease, and the antinoise
ability decreases correspondingly.
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Please note that the DoA estimation method still works
when the modulation generates two ±1 harmonics with dif-
ferent amplitudes. However, in this case, (15) and (17) must
be rederived starting from (13) that must take into account
the new modulation scheme. To better clarify this point, let us
consider a modulation scheme that introduces a phase error
generated during the time delay between u1(t) and u2(t),
because of different boundary conditions of the sub-macrocells
[as shown in Fig. 14(a)]. This error will lead to a different
amplitude of ±1 harmonics, as shown in Fig. 14(b). The
corresponding DoA estimation curves are shown in Fig. 14(c),
thus clearly demonstrating that they do not overlap anymore,
leading to an error in the estimation. In particular, when
θinc = 30◦, the DoA estimation error due to phase error during
the time delay is shown in Fig. 14(d). Obviously, the DoA
estimation error increases with the phase error.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed a DoA estimation method
based on space–time modulated metasurfaces that exploits
their capabilities to generate several harmonics in the scattered
field, each of which is radiated toward different directions.
By detecting the field in the broadside direction by using a sin-
gle receiving antenna, the metasurfaces-based DoA system can
estimate in real time the impinging angle of an illuminating
monochromatic plane wave. The proposed approach exploits
the amplitude unbalance of the received fields at broadside at
only the two first-order harmonic frequencies generated by the
interaction between the incident plane wave and the modulated
metasurface. The analytical model for estimating the incident
angle has been presented and successfully used in combination
with a realistic 1 bit reflective metasurface. The accuracy of
1-D DoA estimation is verified through full-wave numerical
simulations. Compared to conventional DoA estimation meth-
ods, the proposed one simplifies the computation and hardware
complexity, ensuring a very good estimation accuracy. The
proposed approach may have potential applications in wireless
communications, target recognition, and identification.
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